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Abqtract

The role of guicltng-center corrections in convective

transport of electron energy is examined with a simple

nmneric:llmodel. At 1016 W cm-2 with a 60-pm spot and a

10.6-pm wavelength laser, the Righi-Leduc term ia ob8erved

to have little effect on transport in a calculation with

the thermal flux limited to the.free-screaming value.



Introduction. Lateral transport of electron energy has been ~bserved

in laaer target experiments with C02 lasers,
1,4

and recently with shorter
2

wavelength lasers. In these last experiments, ae much aa 30% of the a+

sorbed laser energy is carried several millimeters from the laser spot.

Recent colli.sionle~s plasma-simulation results suggest that the later-
3

al transpor: is due to self-generated magnetic fields. In the simula-

tions, a plasma is confined in a magnetic sheath that epreads across the

target surface at speeds approaching 108 cm/e. Very strong collimation of

the thermal flux beneath the laser spot into the target is observed. as

well as inhibition of thermal diffusion by the sheath slsewhere. The trap-

ping of the electr~n energy in the sheath results in a very large tlanefer

of energy from the electrons to emitted fast lone. Many of these features

have been observed in experiments. Especially striking are the bright re-

gione corresponding to field nulls in multibeam experiments.4

A more complete theoretical understanding of lateral transport re-

quires including collisions in the models. With collisions, physical

length sc~lea are in~:roduced that will dj.fferentiate the results for l~arl-

ous wavelength lasers. Of course, much fluid modeling has hecn done al-
5

ready. For various reasons, lateral transport has not been observed to be

a prominent feature of calculations with these modelb. One reason put for-

ward is that the coronal plasma is insuff~.ctently collieio,lal to apply the
6

usual transport theory. Another, and the “,neexplored here, is that cow

peting convective terms in the fluid equaticna cancel the ~x~ drift motion

of the electrons in the magnetic field.

To evaluate the relative importance of the various convection tennp, a

numerical approach 10 taken. For simplic~,ty, the fluid equattrina with in-

finitely masstve ions are examined. Furthermore, only the competition be-

tween the Righi-Leduc and ~x~ drift conv.:ctive terms in the electron ene:~

equation is considered. Within this regtrictod model, tha @caling of theet~

terms is examined, an explicit nunerical (IlgOL-lthU te eolve the f].uidmodel

equntion# [u outlined, and numerical results are presented to llluntrate

the effect of magnetic field generation and the Right-Leduc term on the

lateral transport of electron enor~v,



A. The ~ tricted fluid model.——

In a >del wjrh infinitely massive ions and ❑assless electrone, only

Faraday’s law and the electron energy equation are retained among the evo-

lution equati )ns. With standard uotation’ and in niceunite, these equa-

tions may be written

aii
x (e i) - VX [(VPe+ l. We)/ne]-+ VX:X (1)

and

ap
— . —’ + pe(t~ie(Y!I) at ) + TeVOjde + ——

(y(l)
V.pe:e + v4ie - ela~er , (2)

In Faraday’a law, Eq. (1), ~ is the magnet-c field intensity, ;e is the

electron drift velocity as given by Ampere’s law,

+
u = - ~/ne = - Vxll/pne ,
e

Pe = nkTe is the electron pressure, n is the nlnmberdensity of electrons, e

is the electron charge, and & is the thermoelectric coefficient. (Note

that resisti~c diffusion is not included in the equation.) In the electron

energy equation, <e is the heat flux, given by

where ; is the thermal conductivity tensor, and P
laaer

is a source term

modeling the deposition of laser energy in the electrons.

For flow in a t“--dlmenatonal Carteeian geometry, Eqs. (1) @nd (2) can

be further simplified. Where z is the i~nored coordinate direction, the

equations may be written in component form,



and

ape
(

aue:c au
–+ ~) + ‘e[&(B1.~iex + ‘.”q) + ~(s.uey - ‘.”~~)]&TY7iC+p~ ax

Tu
where OA and B- correspond to !3~ and t3- in Braginaki i.

B. The convection terms.

Among the variou~ terms in the fluid ❑odel, three convection terms can

be identified. l%e first, the electron drift velocity, ~, correaponda to:

the velocity of the frame in which the electric field due to finite elec-

tron pressure, E = - Vpe/ne, ie zero in eteady state. As described elae-
3

where, the drift velocity scales relative to the electron thermal speed a&

the ratio of the collisionleeo skin depth, c/u to the density gradient
pe’

scale length, Ln,

Lees explicit in Eqe. (1) and (2) is the cor,vection due to guiding center

corrcctton terms.

The thermoelectric term in Faraday’s law and the heat flux terms in

the electron onsrgy equation contain terms in which the highest derivative

of the

rather

Nernsc

dependent variable is the firut derivative. Thcae are convective

t’handiffusive. For example, among the thermoelectric terms is the

term, which can be written,

vxf3A(ixv’re) - + 7X(JNXiS) ,

where
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The effect of this term haa been inveatlgated earlier by Colombant and Win-
5

aor. Scaling estimates indicate that ;N la largest when there ia no field
6

to convect. The term will not be considered further here.

The convective term in the heat flux can be written

where the Righi-Leduc velocity ia defined by

(3)

Following Braginskii, K. iB written

nTe~e X(Y;X2 + Yo)
K . .— ——— —

. m A )
e

where T e is the mean free time between collieiona, x z uce~e, Uce la the

electron cyclotron frequency, aud

(The constants, Y;, Yo, 61 and 60 are all 0(1).)

For an unmgnetized plaanm, K- 1s zero reflecting its origin illfinite

electron gyroradiue effects. In a weakly coll,ieian~l plaema with VthTe/LT

>> 1, x may be O(1) even though Uce (< 1 eo that ~R is very large. Of

course, the coefficients are not valid in this limit. Nevertheless, this

is an extreme case where rhe convection due to the Righi-Leduc term is

la~ger than the convection J]e to drift. It is to examine the competitio~

between the Righi-Leduc and drift tema in leas extrcnw canes that numeri.

cal solutions are now eought.

a~orithm,-. --t-

ransport equations are approximated by finite difference

c. Tho numerical,-—-.— ...—--

The elnctron

equations on a uniform rectilinear meeh wttb conet.ant interval & in x and

Ay in y. Tlm dependent ~ar:~uleo, ~, ;e, pe and T(.,ure stored at the con

tere of celle. Spatial derivatives in the tranap,)rtequatiolle are approxi-

mated by centered difference on the mesh.



The solution evolves as the finite difference equatlonm are marched

with time step At. Derivatives with respect to time are explicit; all

quantltlea appearing on ?he right-hand aide of the difference equations are

available at the beginning of the time etep.

The difference equations are listed with a simplified notation. All
th

quantities available at the be~inning of the n time step are unlabeled as

to till!e.Where the indices of each cell are (i,j), the dependent variables

are labeled $:. Furthermore, the eubacript e 16 dropped since there la on-

ly one fluid, $ ie simply ~Baince there IS only one field component and :=

is replaced by (u,v). The finite difference equations are ncw given.

The components of the electron drif~ velocity are given by

~ (d+1-1

)
j

‘i ‘- , i
Bj-l /2uOnieAy

and

where D~ is the permeability.

Faraday’s law la ~lpproximated by

- [(J: )j+l /2n~+1eAx - (d
-1

- ‘i-l
p:-:

1+1 - - ) 1/2n~-leAx /2Ay

[(
~ d ‘)~j+l - & - & (d

+1
+ ‘Li+$ 1+1

~;- :

A~-Jj t-l - _ )
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All of the terms labelled by half-integer Indices are defined by linear

averages except B. For example, u~+% is given by

(u:++.+ .:+,+.: .)
The term containing half-integer values of B are defined differently to

give stabilj.ty to terms containing convective derivatives. The face-

centered valuea of B are defined by linear interpolation,

J 1 [( j )J +( H’l:++)B:l~
I+*-7 1 - al++ 1+1

and

where a, the interpolation coefficient, dependa on the velocity, ~e, and

its gradients. Br4efly, as in similar algorittnns developed by Zalesak,
9

a change8 in value from uAt/Ax as in interpolated donor cell
10

to either 1

or -1 as the length scale of variation of the velocity approaches the mesh

apacingm The interpolation parameter a 1s given by

and

j++= ,( )- Aj++ V:+!i () j++
al i

At/& + A~$sign I,vi ,

where A, the owitching parameter, is defined by

()A~. min 1,15~ ,

and 6ji, the measure of the velocity gradient scale ler.gthis defined by

Using these equations for the convection terms results in stability when

uAt,’Ax< 1, and poettivc diffusivity for arbitrary gradients in ~e.



8

The t!lectron energy equation IS difference similarly,

(J)
[ [(

“+1. pj+ (y-1) -~ :;+l-
1

q_l)/ ( )12&+#i+l-$~-’/2Ay

The values of P at half-integer positions are calculated m are correspond-

ing values of B,

arid

+!i-~ ,pj

[(

j+!. j+l

( )1
+ l+aj+%P~ .

i 2 - ai )Pi i

To be consistent, the Rtghi-Leduc terms ought also to be created as convec-

tion terms. However, if their contribution is sufficiently small they

should have little impact on the overall stab~lity.

The barred velocities, ~~ and ~, represent average. betwean value, of

G~ at t and t+At. These values , which are time-centered, are used so that

energy IS conserved. Their evaluation requires that ~e be calculated after
4

advancing B; as wll ae before.
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The time step f~r the calculation is variable. It ia chosen to jatis-

fy the Courant limit ctirresponding to the thermal magnetic wave discussed

by Pert,5

12
\vth + “{J:)A~ < 1’(1’m2 + “’y’) D

and the explicit diffusion-limited time step,

y+)” <+[“(”m’‘- “’y’)] ●

)

These conditions are calculated at the beginning of the time step. So that

they are sufficient after laser energy has been deposited, the time step is

also limited to restrict the maximnn relative change in the energy.

D. Numerical Results.

When a slab of plasma is illuminated by an i~~tense, focusseci laser

beam, electron transport should occur by both diffusive and convective pro-

cesses. The large temperature gradients drive the :hermal diffusion term,

and the temperature and density gradients acting together generate a mag-

netic field.

Here the separate effect of diffusion- and mq:netic-field-enhanced

convective transport are examined numerically. With the simple model out-

lined previously, transport is calculated with and without self-generated

fields, with and without a flux limiter, and with and without the guiding

center corrections to the thermal diffuston term.

As in the calculations with VENUS, the case of a slab of plasma in

Cartesian geometry is considered.
3,8

A laser beam propagating in the nega-

tive x-direction (verti.ca’axis) deposits energy along an infinite line in

z with full width at half ❑aximum equal to 60 um. The target, whose number
23 -3 to a

den6ity increases linearly from a background velue of 1.5x1O m
25 -3

maximum value of 1.5x1O m over a distance in x of 15 pm, isatanini-
tial temperature of w 1 eV. The laser intensity rises from zero to a maxi-

16
mum value of 10 W/cmz in 10 ps. The intensity is mnxtmum at the center

of the line with a Cau6sian variatton in y.
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The numericai computations are performed on a 20x20

= 5 pm and Ay E 15 pm. Where X=rlt is the x-position of

aity aurfce, 83% of the laser ener~ is deposited In the

with x < X and p > Pcrit,
crit

and 20% in the neighboring

zone mesh with Ax

the critical den-

nelghboring cell

cell wi:h

x>

and

top

x and P < P
crlt crit”
The right boundary of tile mesh is a plane of symmetry where ~T/~y “ O

B=O. Only the left half of the target is modelled. Ch the bottom,

and left boundaries, T = T
background

exterior to the meeh. ml other

dependent variables have zers normal derivative.

A comparison of the regulte of calculations for the caees llsted above

is shown in Fig. 1 at t = 10 ps. When Faraday’s i~w is not advanced so

that B s 0 (the unmagnetized case), the results shwn in Figs. la and lb

are obtained. The temperature contours in Fig. la show that diffusion has

carried electron energy further from the source in the low-density plasma.

However, the ther~l fiw vectors (-~LVT) in Fig. la show that more energy

is carried into the high-density plasma beneath the spot than into the

low-density plasma above, evidently because of the lwer temperature

gradients in the low-density plasma.

In Fig. lb, a similar calculation is depicted with the thermal flux

limited to the classical, free-streaming vdlue. The limiter compares the

mean free path, vth~e, with th~ thermal gradient length, and llmits the

flux where this ratio exceeds one by replacing K by K’, where K’ is defined

by

and LT is the ther~l gradient scale length. As shown by the temperature

contours in Fig. lb, the limiter traps energy in the source region and in-
6

creases the maximum temperature from 3.4x1O K (without a limiter) to

5.3x106 K. Paradoxically, the Iimtter also increases the ❑aximum therml

flux.

The limiter steepens gradients where the plasma is least collisional,

even though collinionless plasma simulations suggest that a lack of colli-

3
sionality should smooth gradients. That is, in the collisionless limit,

the flux--limited fluid equatione and the collisfonlese plasma s!mulatfons

disagree.
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With the magnetic field on, the results are as ehowrlin Figs. lc and

ld. Without a flux limit, the elec;ron temperature contours shown in Fig.

Ic are similar to thoee for the unmagnetlzed case except for the strong

temperature gradient in the source region and behind it. However, as a re-

sult of these differences, the thermal flux into the overdense plasma IS

twice as large In the magnetized case, and the t\emal flux tnto the under-

dense plasma is ifivisible in the plot.

With a flux limiter on, the corresponding electron temperature con-

tours shown in Fig. Id are \*erydifferent from either the unmagnetized case

without a flux limiter, Fig. la, or the magnetized case without a flux lim-

iter, Fig. Ic. The maximum temperat”lre is ten times as high and ts local-

ized at the edge of khe laser spot. The thermai flux shown in Fig. Id is

even ❑o~e ctrongly collj.mated in~o the overdense material.

In Fig. 2, the Righi-Leduc veloclty defined by Eq. (3) is plotted.

When there IS no flux limiter, the maximum Righi-Leduc velocity (Fig. 2a)

fJ 100 c. The velocity is so ltirge that the corresponding terms in the

electrc energy equation must be nuiled if one is to do a calculation in a

rea~onable amount of computing ttme be:ause of the stability lim:t on the

time step. When there is a flux lirnlter,the M8XilUUTnRj.ghi-Lcduc velocity

19 0.5 c* The velocity lS still large, but including or net includin~ the

corresponding terms in the electron energy equatton t,as little apparent e.f-

fec: on the solution, thus answeri,~g one of the questions posed by this

otudy. (The reuults shown in Fig. 3 at a later ttme ir.elude the contri.hu-

tion from the R!.ghi-~,educterm.)

At 50 ps, the n~gnetic sheath described earlier is fully formed as

shwn in Fig. 3. Figures 3a, b, c, d und e depict tileelectr~n drift ve-

locity, the nwigneti.cfield, the elect~on temperature, (fiCeTe, nnd the thc?-

mal flux, K4VT, respectively. (The electron temperut(lr? plot is mi~label-

led; the units are K.)

On the left, the results with a flux limiter arc ~F.own;on the right,

those without. In both exampled, lateral drift is ass~lrtnted wlch confinc-

I,wntof the electrons in a mnt;l]etlzed sheath, high values Of u and re-
Ce ‘e ‘

striction of thcrrmal flIIx into the den~e mater(nl hel~)w to the region bo-

hfnd the spot. l)ifference~ result from applyln~ tlln ltmtt~r, which tcnd~

to ruise the electron temperature. At l~lghprt~~mpcrnt~lr(~a,tbf:mnKl~ottc
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tield spreads more rapidly and is stronger. (It is so strong, in fact,

that the electrnn drift speed exceel~ c.)

E. Dit3cusalon.

The numerical ❑odel is simple, yet capable of answering questions un-

answerable by analysis. For example,

Righi-Leduc guiding center correction

enhanced lateral transport. However,

question cnly for the case calculated

problems might give similar resldts.

An unanswered question 1s raised

the computations demonstrate that the

term does riotsuppress maglletichlly

the numerical calculation answers the

and th,usonly suggestn that other

by the dependence of the results on

the flux limiter. The question is not so much the exact form of the llmit-

er, or even what fraction of the classical free-strehming value the thermal

flux is allowed to reach. Rather, it is whether a flux limiter is the ap-

propriate way to impose reasonable behavior or,fluid equations in the col-

lisionless limit. It htisbeen argued that the diffusion equations with a

flux limiter give the ccrrect integrated flux. However, it IH clear from

tilemodel epuations and numerical results that the magnetic field genera-

tion depends on terrperatures and temperature gradients, both of which dre

dependent on the limiter.
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